Abstract. Due to growth of mechanization and automation, today's industrial systems are becoming more complex. A small breakdown of any non-redundant machine component affects the operation of the entire system. Compressors are utilized widely in the oil and chemical industry. Great attention has been paid to the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of the Compressor by the field engineers and technicians. In this study, an effective and reliable method based on vibration analysis and with signal processing and classification techniques is presented for troubleshooting of a centrifugal Compressor. Among different time -frequency methods, wavelet transformation extracts information about the signal time scale through a series of convolution operation between the measured signals and the basis wavelet which was used as a preprocessing. The used mother wavelet is (db4) in which the original signal is switched to multiple details signals; then it features are taken from pre-processed signals and they were introduced to support vector machines as input. Kernel function used here in the support vector machine is RBF in which the parameters of support vector machine were optimized using Genetic Algorithm for better performance to increase the accuracy of classification. The highest accuracy was obtained as 100 %. The obtained accuracy clearly indicates high safety margin of the multistage centrifugal pump for fault detection.
Introduction
Compressors are common systems in industries of the new century. The problem of increase in pressure in different industrial processes, especially petrochemical processes, is highly significant. On the other hand, confidence in proper operation is always a significant problem raised during application of industrial equipment. Therefore, condition monitoring systems have drawn increasing attention to themselves. Considering significant maintenance cost of compressors in relation to their total cost, advanced methods of condition monitoring should be adopted for maximization of these costs [1] . Every dynamic, electric or thermal system has definite indicators which typically show normal condition of a system during operation. Changes of these indicators, even insignificant ones, could signify problems or failure of the system. Therefore, condition monitoring refers to determining condition of the system by measuring its characteristic indicators followed by usage of this information for prediction of future system failure [2] . Condition monitoring is done through different methods. Each method emphasizes certain indicators of operational condition of a system, measures distinctive parameters, and communicates health of the system [3] . In vibration analysis technique, vibrations of compressor are measured by special sensors. As a result, one could analyze vibrations of the system to define its problems and defects. In addition, vibration analysis could be used to troubleshoot the machines [4] . Today, increase of accuracy and reduction of error caused by human judgment should be done through modeling methods so as to enable further troubleshooting and failure detection. In this regard, numerous modeling methods have been suggested among which one could point to fuzzy logic (or ANFIS) [5] , artificial neural networks (ANN) [6] , and support vector machine (SVM) [7] . Support vector machine is one of the relatively new methods used for classification since it shows higher efficiency than older methods of classification such as artificial neural network. In the case of using support vector machine, linear data classification is done. In the case of linear data division, a line is selected that offers higher confidence. Solving the equation for finding optimal line of data is done via second-degree programming methods which are common methods of solving limited problems. Considering the fact that support vector machine acts in a binary manner and it can conduct binary classification, multi-class SVM classification method is used to overcome the limitation in situations where there are more than two classes [8] . In order to improve result of SVM classification when talking about optimization, one should use different meta-heuristic algorithm. By using this algorithm and defining objective function for the algorithm, one could improve the results of classification and accuracy of classification [9] . The objective of present study is to use genetic algorithm for optimization of SVM parameters so as to classify failures of compressor based on vibration spectrum analysis.
Materials and methods
In present project, a gas compressor installed in gas compressor station of Iranian Gas Transmission Company was tested. The most critical failures of compressors occur in their blades. That is why present study is concerned with fracture and erosions of compressors' blades of Iranian Gas Transmission Company. If detection system is developed sufficiently, it will be able to detect small failures. In the present survey, registration of vibration data is done through vibration measurement and registration system. In addition, unidirectional piezoelectric accelerometer was used as vibration sensor.
Signal processing
Before analyzing main signals to extract features more properly, a pre-processing or wavelet transform was done on main signals. On all record signals, all healthy and failing states of discrete wavelet analysis was conducted. After analysis of signals and review of literature of previous studies, a discrete wavelet was used as main one. The wavelet is of Daubechies 4 wavelet (db4) type (with three levels) which was applied on all experimental treatments. After applying Daubechies wavelet on signals, coefficients of details and approximation of significant characteristics were used for data analysis so as to distinguish signal behaviors from each other [10] . After applying the mother wavelet on signals, statistical characteristics of vibration spectra were extracted through coefficients of details and approximation. Some functions used in condition monitoring and extraction of features are represented in Table 2 . 
Selection of features
After selection of features mentioned in Table 2 , more useful features had to be selected for classification since the features were many in number. To do this, WEKA Software was used and superior characteristics were selected to be transferred to encoding section.
Data classification
In In this part of present study, selection of required characteristics was followed by classification of experimental data through SVM classifier. In this study, the strategy of "one against all" was used which is one of the significant strategies of multi-class support vector machine classification.
Out of vibration signal data, all experimental states were developed after selection of top features. The generated Access file was used as input to SVN network for consequent classification. In the present study, RBF cornel (i.e. radial basis function cornel) was used as core function of support vector machine. The parameters of weight, bias, and Zigma of core-related parameter were given to genetic algorithm for optimization.
The parameters selected for SVM optimization in genetic algorithm include Gaussian mutation function, maximum generation (10.000), combination rate (0.8) and size of population (200).
Discussion and results
The review of vibration signals of different states Fig. 3 permits one to conclude that there is an intangible change between vibration spectra of healthy state with failure state of a set. Because of insignificant change of vibration spectrum, one cannot detect failure through shape of recorded signals. However, further analysis and processing should be done for troubleshooting.
Selection of features
After applying wavelet transform on vibration signals, WEKA Software was used to select top features because of two reasons. First, volume of data increases due to division of main signal into approximation signals and higher details. Second, prevention from adding low-value features to support vector machine is needed. Because 13 features were used for extraction of data from main signal, application of db4 wavelet transform at three levels (including three signals of details and one signal of approximation) let to determination of 72 features. In the case of selecting these features, total number of features at time-frequency domain was 8. This number of features signifies high information value and it contributes to SVM-based classification significantly. After selection of top features, selected features were added to support vector machine. In the present study, "one against all" method was adopted and as mentioned before some parameters of support vector machine were optimized for obtaining better classification and higher accuracy of genetic algorithm. In the following table, classification confusion matrix developed by SVM and genetic algorithm is represented. 
Conclusions
The objective of present study is smart, accurate and quick detection of different types of failures of compressor. Vibration data of compressor was collected in healthy and failure states through piezoelectric accelerometer sensor and data acquisition system. In the present survey, a method was developed for condition monitoring of compressor based on support vector machine (SVM). The results of classification suggested that accuracy of introduced method in troubleshooting of compressor was 100 percent.
